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This document is provided in the acknowledgement that it takes the mutual cooperation and proactive commitment of the student, the parent, and the school to ensure the best possible educational experience.

School

Hosack Elementary School will provide high quality curriculum and instruction in a supportive and effective learning environment. Our aim is to enable success for each student every day.

- We will make all efforts to address the individual needs of each of our students. Communication between classroom and Title I teachers will be ongoing.
- We acknowledge that active parent cooperation is vital to the success of Hosack Elementary and our students.
- We will provide every student with quality learning experiences appropriate to their development.
- We will keep parents informed of student progress, issues and concerns.
- We will encourage participation of parents in decisions relating to the education of their children whenever appropriate, and we will provide assessment results in a timely manner.
- We will assist children in reading of Math, Science, Social Studies, etc. assessments in the classroom as needed.
- We will check in with students to make sure that they fully understand the directions and to see if they have any questions about an assignment or test.
Active participation in a child's education can positively affect his/her achievement and attitude. Therefore, I am partnering with Hosack Elementary School in my child's education by accepting the following responsibilities and carrying them out to the best of my ability:

- I will make sure that my child attends school regularly, arrives on time, and is well-fed and well-rested.
- I will monitor my child's assignments and encourage homework completion.
- I will attend school functions and conferences regarding my child.
- I will provide any supplies that my child might need for class that are not already provided.
- Provide consistent support with ideas shared by teachers and specialists.
- Encourage that school task come before extra-curricular activities.
- Try to find a time to dedicated time to work with your children during the day.
**Student**

Success at school depends a lot on every student. My education is important to me, my family, and my teachers; therefore, I agree to always try to do the following:

- I will complete my assigned homework without whining, shutting down or getting upset at a suitable time for my family.
- I will cooperate with my teacher and parents while listening to their instructions.
- I will ask my teachers and parents for help, when needed because they care and are willing to help.
- I will practice reading outside of school as much as possible, even if I don’t understand or need help.
- I will bring all of my homework and school materials home with me every day and be responsible to make sure that go in my backpack to return to school.
- I will make sure that I attend school regularly, arrives on time, and is fed and well-rested.
- I will try new things even if they may feel hard at first.
- I will communicate with my parents and teachers about my homework and school day.